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INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS
AIMS AND SCOPE
The primary aim of the JOWE is to serve engineers and researchers worldwide by disseminating technical information of permanent
interest in the fields of ocean energy, offshore wind energy, and related science and technology. The JOWE is a periodical of The
International Society of Offshore and Polar Engineers (ISOPE), which is very active in the dissemination of technical information and
organization of symposia and conferences in these fields throughout the world.
Along with new (nonconference) papers and technical discussions, papers of permanent interest from these conferences will be
considered for further review and publication. Selected technical discussions of high technical interest and lasting values on conference
papers will also be considered, as determined by the Editors.
Theoretical, experimental and engineering research papers are welcome. Brief reports of research results or outstanding engineering
achievements of likely interest to readers will be published in the Technical Notes format. All Papers and Technical Notes must be free
of commercialism. Papers are selected for publication through a peer-review process based on their originality and significance, technical
interest, and clarity of exposition. All papers will be reviewed critically by at least two independent and anonymous referees chosen by
the Editorial Board.
All questions on policy and procedures of the JOWE should be directed to the Editors.

MANUSCRIPT REQUIREMENTS AND TEMPLATE
Authors are requested to follow the manuscript guidelines outlined below; in addition, the JOWE template is available from the Editorial
Board or it can be downloaded from www.isope.org. The title of the paper should reflect the contents of the paper as briefly as possible.
The title page must contain the names of all authors, their institutional affiliations, and mailing addresses.
A short abstract (50–100 words) and key words should precede the paper.
Type the text of the paper on the JOWE template. Good English style of presentation and correct spelling are required for consideration
of a manuscript. All mathematical symbols and equations should be typed. All symbols should be defined as they are introduced;
nomenclature lists are optional and discouraged. The body of the paper should be separated into logical sections and subsections.
Number equations consecutively with numbers in parentheses. Equations cited in the text are referenced by the equation number
without parentheses. Greek and math symbols should be clearly identified. Math formulas should not be included as images produced in
another program.
Use metric SI units throughout; include other units in parentheses, if appropriate.
Cite references in the text by the last name(s) of the author(s) and the year of publication of the reference. References listed at the
end of the paper should be alphabetical by last name (surname) of first author, followed by the year of publication in parentheses, full
title, publication or journal name, volume number and pages, or book publisher.
Number tables and figures consecutively with Arabic numerals: each should have a brief title (caption). Use the number when
referring to a figure or a table. Figures will be reduced to journal column width (8.47 cm or 3.33 in) and should be professionally
drawn with lettering of consistent font and size throughout; lettering should be easily readable, and after reduction, lettering and other
details should not be smaller than the printed text in the Journal. Lines must be of sufficient weight.
Photographs (of equipment and test specimens) must be clear and sharp in image. Other figures should be of high contrast. As all
colors will be converted into grayscale for printing, make sure that converted lines or symbols will be distinguishable in grayscale. The
final PDF file of the paper may retain colors. Electronic files of photographs and figures are required, and they must be of high
resolution. Photographs must be submitted at 300 dpi or higher, preferably in TIFF format (LZW compressed). If you have no choice
but to use the JPEG format, make sure the compression level is at highest quality. Graphs and other diagrams should be in vector form
(PDF, EPS, WMF, EMF formats). Fonts must be embedded. If there is a strong reason to submit them as images, the resolution must be
at least 600 dpi, and the format should be TIFF. For good legibility, lettering in figures must be large enough to be readable after
reduction to Journal column width (8.47 cm or 3.33 in.). In Microsoft Word follow the settings: File > Options > Advanced (scroll down to
“Image Size and Quality”) and check the option “Do not compress images in the file.” Physical illustrations will not be returned to the authors
unless there is a specific arrangement in advance with the Editorial Board.
A Journal paper normally will not exceed about 7 Journal pages, including tables and figures. A Technical Note may not exceed 3
Journal pages, and Discussions are limited to 2 Journal pages. The Author’s Reply generally should not exceed 1 Journal page. If a
paper exceeds 7 Journal pages, the authors will be invoiced a mandatory excess-page charge of $200 per page for each page above 7.

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
E-mail the manuscript directly to the Editor at the address listed below. If a TeX file is sent, the corresponding PDF file must also be
attached. The manuscript must be accompanied by a statement that it has not been published elsewhere (except an ISOPE conference or
symposium proceedings) nor submitted for publication elsewhere. The authors will be asked to sign a statement transferring copyright to
the ISOPE.
Hold (do not send) the electronic files of all original artwork and illustrations (figures or photo files) until the paper has been
reviewed and accepted for publication. Then they should be sent to the indicated Editor, as well as Technical Editor, with the paper
number and figure number in each figure file name. The printer may require the original files of higher resolution.
Proofs of accepted papers may be sent by e-mail to the corresponding author prior to publication. At this time, reprints may be
ordered at cost, using an ISOPE reprint form. For more information on JOWE and ISOPE, click on www.isope.org.

EDITORS
E-mail manuscripts for review to: JOWE (Attention: Technical Editor; editor@isope.org or jschung@isope.org), ISOPE,
P.O. Box 189, Cupertino, California 95015-0189 USA. Include full author affiliations, mailing addresses, telephone and FAX numbers,
and e-mail addresses.

